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	Over the last few years, I've found an abundance of books that answer the question, "What can I do when administering Internet Information Server?" But I have yet to find a book that answers the more pertinent question: "What should I do when administering Internet Information Services?" This is the question I attempt to answer in this book.


	During the course of this book, I highlight the pros and cons of many of the options available in Internet Information Services, while not actually covering the details of some of these options. These details are covered in other books and, of course, in the product documentation. I try to explain which options make sense in which situations, and why. This book also provides many recommendations based on my experience with the current version of Internet Information Services, as well as my past experience with each previous version. Most of these recommendations are also targeted at small Internet service providers (ISPs), because this is the environment in which I work. Still, the majority of the information in this book applies to all environments in which Internet Information Services could be installed, whether by a small ISP, a large ISP, or a corporate intranet.


	Administrators who know IIS from previous versions need this book to show them in concrete detail how to configure the new protocols, authenticate users with the new Certificate Server, and implement and manage the new e-commerce features. You want to know how to work with the MMC, so that you'll be ready for Windows NT 5.0. This book gives you all of that: a quick read that provides real world solutions, and doubles as a portable reference. Although IIS has been available for several years now, version 4.0 of the Internet Information Server marks a major change in Microsoft's approach to Enterprise Web Service. The brand new feature set in IIS 4.0 reads like a wish list of hot Internet technologies. Administration of IIS has been overhauled by the integration of the Microsoft Management Console and is the first product to use MMC.
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Syntactic Pattern Recognition: An Introduction (Applied Mathematics and Computation; No. 14)Addison Wesley, 1978

	This book was written to provide students, engineers, and scientists

	involved in pattern recognition, digital image processing, and artificial

	intelligence with a comprehensive introduction to the concepts and tech-

	niques of syntactic pattern recognition.





	Syntactic pattern recognition is concerned with the...
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Automated Web Testing Toolkit: Expert Methods for Testing and Managing Web ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
All the tools, templates, and techniques you need to execute a testing plan on different platforms and servers      

Automated Web Testing Toolkit      

Due to deadline constraints and rapidly evolving technologies, Web testing is often an overlooked aspect of development. Companies risk losing hundreds of...
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The Geometry of the Word Problem for Finitely Generated Groups (Advanced Courses in Mathematics)Birkhauser, 2007
The origins of the word problem are in group theory, decidability and complexity, but, through the vision of M. Gromov and the language of filling functions, the topic now impacts the world of large-scale geometry, including topics such as soap films, isoperimetry, coarse invariants and curvature.
The first part introduces van Kampen diagrams...
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Graph Algorithms in the Language of Linear Algebra (Software, Environments, and Tools)SIAM, 2011

	Graphs are among the most important abstract data types in computer science, and the algorithms that operate on them are critical to modern life. Graphs have been shown to be powerful tools for modeling complex problems because of their simplicity and generality. Graph algorithms are one of the pillars of mathematics, informing research in...
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The County Diagnostic: A Regional Environmental Footprint Framework for the USA (Beiträge zur Landschafts- und Umweltplanung I Contributions to Landscape and Environmental Planning)Springer, 2019

	The county diagnostic method is a spatially explicit, unit specific, component expanded regional environmental footprint framework for the USA designed by Bryce Lawrence to compare the influence of ecoregions on poly?factorial environmental footprints. This 'diagnostic assessment' quantifies and compares the flows of food, water, energy,...
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How Computers Work (How It Works Series)Que, 1998
How Computers Work is the premier four-color guide to PCs.  Using hundreds of pages of detailed, color drawings, How Computers Work, not only tells, but shows readers everything from how a signal travels through a circuit to why your game c  -With more than 600,000 copies sold, How Computers Work is the classic graphic reference with four color...
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